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One of the things that helped clear

w

the cultural fog in Salt Lake was rock

""

music. Due to a "happy accident of geography;' as bookstore owner Ken Sanders
puts it, Salt Lake lay directly in the path of
any band touring out of San Francisco.
And San Francisco was the scene du jour
in 1967. Country Joe, the Grateful Dead,
Jefferson Airplane, and Quicksilver
Messenger Service were all forging a revolutionary new sound: psychedelia. And
they all played Salt Lake City on their way
to bigger markets in the east.
This put Utah in the enviable position
of hosting some of the most important
'60s scenemakers on some of their earliest
tour dates. Sanders remembers one early
gig at the Terrace Ballroom particularly
well. "Some band called Big Brother and
the Holding Company comes out and
plays this set, and this hippie chick clutching a bottle of Southern Comfort takes the
stage and just starts wailing on the mic,"
chuckles Sanders. "Everybody's like, 'Who
is that?' By the end of the tour, the band
Who is that hippie chick? Believe it or not, it's Janis Joplin performing for a Utah audience at Lagoon in
June 1968. In fact, Lagoon once attracted such bands as The Doors, The Who, and the Rolling Stones.

was called Janis Joplin with Big Brother
and the Holding Company."
The old Terrace wasn't the only hop-

n 1957 Jack Kerouac called Salt Lake "a

and marketers would call "the Sixties."

pin' joint in town, either. Bands played the

city of sprinklers." It fit. In an era typi-

Even isolated ol' Utah would be in on the

University of Utah, the Old Mill, the

I

fied by blind jingoism, bland con-

sumerism, and squeaky-clean conformity

party. "It hit here in '67 or so," says Steve

Fairgrounds Coliseum, and Bountiful's

Jones, who opened Salt Lake's first psyche-

Old Valley Music Hall. Strangely, kiddie

(it was a whole country of sprinklers, real-

delic shop, the Cosmic Aeroplane, in June

amusement park Lagoon seemed to get the

ly), Salt Lake City distinguished itself by

of that year. "But it really started to hap-

best acts: The Doors, Herman's Hermits,

being even squeakier.

pen on the coast-the Bay Area-and that

The Who, the Rolling Stones, Frank Zappa,

But massive sociopolitical changes

kinda filtered inland. And it was not just

and the Mothers. And, in one of history's

would affect the entire nation in the com-

teenagers; a lot of different people

goofiest lineup blunders, Jirni Hendrix

ing decade-what sociologists, historians,

responded all at once, and this whole

opened for the Monkees at Lagoon.
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Right: Cosmic Aeroplane founder and '60s
activist Stephen Jones.
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Below: Salt Lake hippie and activtst Charlie
Brown, al(a Charles Artman, cha\lenged the
'establishment' and made enou h waves to
bring att~ntion o Utah'sfhippie scene.
Below Right: ~en Sanders, owner of Ken
Sanders Rare Books and Dream Publishing,
relaxes in his shop with Greek philosopher
Demosthenes of Athena.
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While Jones' Cosmic Aeroplane was a
good place to find out about upcoming
gigs and purchase "imported beads and
bells from San Francisco;' the shop (origi-

Even before the Summer of
Love, groundwork was being
laid to help throttle Utah into
the twentieth century.

nally located on 900 E. and 900 South)

finallybust~d

it. I got

beat up by them, and they cut off .all my
hair."
Even before the Summer pf Love,
groundwork was being la'{<l to help throttle

provided a rallying point for Utah's

Aeroplane and a handful of similar shops

expanding consciousness almost until its

that sprang up later (the General Store on

the NAACP had successfully lobbied the

closure in 1991. Books, used records,

State Street, the White Rabbit in the

state Legislature for the passage of a Publk

underground comics, and dope parapher-

Avenues), there was no real gathering place

Accommodations Act (to prey.ent unfair

nalia were available, and with a move to

for liberal-minded folk, no temple for the

housing discrimination, amo ng other

larger digs, the Aeroplane opened an

counterculture;' as Sanders puts it. The

things ), as well as a repeal on Utah's ban

experimental theater in back (called the

closest thing Utah had to a Haight-

on interracial marriages.

Human Ensemble, then featuring KSL

Ashbury "Hippie Hill" was Sugarhouse

news fixture Shelley Osterloh ). The larger

Park.

Utah into the twentieth century. In 1965,

One NAACP member, Robert
"Archie" Archuleta, co-founded a Hispanic

space also accommodated a draft counsel-

"Sugarhouse Park was like a drive-in

ing center run by Hal Sparck, who had fre-

drug center: pot, speed, mescaline, LSD-

Spanish Speaking Organization for

quent legal wrangles with the Selective

they'd come right up to your car," remem-

Community, Integrity, and Opportunity.

Service as a result. But aside from the

bers author/filmmaker Trent Harris. "And

And despite exhortations from publica-

there'd be about four thousand cars lined
56

up in there. The cops

www.saltlakemagazine.com

awareness organization in 1967 called the

tions like the Church News that women

Sherm Clow knew what a klutz he was-

Artman. Self-described as the "Grand Poo

eschew the "so-called freedom" of

the mere idea that he could have blown up

of the Temple of the Rainbow Path;'

careerism and "understand their true des-

anything at all was laughable," recalls

Artman owned a psychedelic s_chool bus

tiny" as wives and mothers, women's

Sanders.

with a tepee tied to the top (both of which
he used for a home), dressed outrageously

While the FBI never found the

groups were forming in Utah.
Straight-laced Salt Lakers were begin-

(flowing cape, bare feet, and whatever

bomber, they were able to occupy their

ning to grumble. Anti-hippie letters filter- .

minds with other things after the Kent

clashed with either), and founded a haven

ing into the University of Utah newspaper,

State killings in Ohio on May 4, 1970.

for transient teens called the Alameda

The Daily Chronicle, accused "chronologi-

Within forty-eight hours, an empty

Street Church. When Salt Lake cops confis-

cally misplaced Neanderthals" of"emulat-

WWII-frame building near the University

cated his marijuana-packed medicine pipe

ing beatniks, go-go girls, and surfers:' and

of Utah's student union went up in flames,

gasp!, "in general just doing

a~

in 1968, Artman actually expressed con-

they

cern for their well-being, telling the

please." And, according to area revident,

Chronicle, "The pipe is a very powerful

Clint Wardlow, a genuine paranoia

thing, and anyone who's got that pipe can-

about the new culture was spreading in

not prevent himself from being turned on

some Utah sectors. "We ~ad this big

by it."

rumor at Kaysville Junior High that the

By '69 Lagoon had stopped booking

Black P~nther party was going to relo-

bands any harder than the Beach Boys. Ten

cate its headquarters to Salt Lake," he

years later the Terrace Ballroom closed up

says.

shop. Charlie
Rumors about the Panthers were

Brown died in

one thing, but with the formation of a

1991, the same

local chapter of Students for a

year the Cosmic

Democratic Society (SOS) at the uni-

Aeroplane went

versity and Granite High School, things

under for good.

were about to get a lot weirder in Utah.

But like the other

Both Utah Governor Calvin Rampton

shops spawned by

and University of Utah President James

former Cosmic

Fletcher received Christmas packages

employees-Blue

with bags of marijuana included, pre-

Boutique,

sumably courtesy of the SOS. The organization was even able to lure the Grateful
Dead to

Sa~t

J.,ake for a benefit gig and

Chameleon
;
.,,,..,_

National Guard Headquarters,

controverSlf!-1 hippie leader Jerry Rubin for

just a block off campus, found

speeches.

its front wall blown out.

In the meantime, antiwar protests

Artwear, Dr. Volt's

and the next morning the

Other less destructive
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Comic

Utah artist Mikel Covey's 1968 music
poster "Vernal Equinox" and Utah
artist Rob Brown 's " Love" poster
from the same era.

begal'l. to boom in Utah. An April 1965

protests involved local street

demonstration had only drawn about forty

protesters hurling Dee burgers at the fast-

people-but within five years more than a

food chain's monolithic clown mascots.

hundred times that many were showing up

- --

Artistically, there was more going on

Connection, Fifth
World Books, Gaia,
and Ken Sanders
Books, to name a

few-the cultural progress forged in the
1960s in Utah is still with us today,
whether it's greater economic opportunity

to voice their disapproval of the war. Utah

with the Utah counterculture than psyche-

for people outside the dominant Utah cul-

crowds were generally well behaved, but by

delic posters. It generated at least one great

ture or simply the ability to experiment
with forms of self-expression.

this time, less pacifistic expressions were

book (Ed Abbey's Desert Solitaire, a mem-

occurring, too: The ROTC building at the

oir by which naturalist writing is often

University of Utah was firebombed in

judged today) and at least one great

"Looking back at it, a lot of the '60s
were frivolous and silly-youthful idealism

1970. There was little actual damage to the

folksinger (Utah Phillips, who recently col-

run amok," says Sanders. "But I think a lot

brick and concrete structure, but the FBI

laborated with folk-pop icon Ani

of good came out of it too, certain sensi-

was more than a tad curious. Topping their

Di Franco).

list of suspects? Cosmic Aeroplane cofounder Sherm Clow. "Anybody who knew

The scene also produced at least one

bilities like a real social and environmental
political c nnec:tion." SL

great hippie with Charles "Charlie Brown"

one
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